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Stuff I’m Sending
• Rowley Revisited
• Endrew Decision
• DOE Endrew
• IRIS Module Links
• 504 Accommodations Piece
• Pre Referral Intervention Manual
• Gen ED Piece
• TEC Pieces



More Stuff
• From the IEP Book

• Timeline
• Transportation
• Aide

• Dyslexia Movie Link








Background Facts
• Newly hired emergency certified teacher
• Just started an online sped cert program
• 10 students with pretty severe behavior problems
• Aide has been sick
• Student’s behaviors
• Teacher kept asking for help
• Principal refused to come observe



Why?



Principal Prep
Not prepared

Great teachers
No requirements

Shortages
Basic skills



Race to the Bottom
Certification is a low bar

Online programs



Remember the key phrases
• Based on a student’s needs and potential for growth
• Challenging, ambitious measurable goals
• Progress appropriate in light of a student’s 

circumstances
• Internal Consistency



Monitoring and Reporting Progress

•Kathleen Mehfound (Attorney with Reed 
Smith and Consultant to LRP, 2015):
“When I have a school district with a 
FAPE case the first thing I do is go to the 
teacher and say ‘Give me information on 
your student’s progress.’ If the teacher 
doesn’t have data, I advise the school 
district to settle.”



Complaint:
1) Learn about the complaint
2) Does this apply to other children?
3) Why did this happen?
4) Is training necessary?
5) Are changes necessary?
6) What can be done to make sure 
this never happens to another child?



Before We Begin…

The U.S. Supreme Court ruling in 
Endrew F. v. Douglas County 

School District (2017) affects how 
special educators develop and 

implement IEPs.



Ruling in Endrew F.

• Main holding: “IEPs be reasonably calculated to 
enable a child to make progress appropriate in 
light of the child’s circumstances.”

• Extras: 
• Students must have challenging goals & objectives (if 

appropriate)
• A student’s program must be appropriately ambitious
• “The essential function of the IEP is to pursue 

academic and functional advancement”



Procedural Requirements of the IDEA

• These safeguards are designed to protect the rights of 
parents and their child with a disability by requiring the 
school district take actions to involve parents in the special 
education process

• Procedural requirements represent the “how” and “when” of 
the IDEA

• “Has the school district complied with the procedures set 
forth in the law?” (Board of Education v. Rowley, 1982)



Involving Parents

• General notification rights
• Notification of procedural safeguards
• Notification of IEP meetings & participants
• Prior written notice of proposed changes or 

refusal to make changes requested by parents
• Get the parents involved 
• Treat with respect!







Tip One
1. Be compassionate
2. Focus on laws
3. Be a decent person
4. Be helpful



Child Find
The child find duty to refer for an evaluation under 
IDEA is triggered when there is reasonable 
suspicion that a student has a disability and a 
need for special education services. 



Actual Picture



Child Find Continued
If an eligibility team finds that sufficient data are 
not available to make a valid determination about 
SLD (or other eligibility), then that should be 
documented and a plan put in place for obtaining 
the needed information and completing the 
eligibility process. 
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Info from Gen Ed Teachers

* A statement about any forms filled out

* The date the information was provided for the report

* A list of the student’s strengths

* A list of concerns you have as the student’s general education classroom teacher

* A statement of how the student compares with the average students in the classroom

* A statement describing anything out of the ordinary regarding this student’s class schedule or day

* Any accommodations or modifications used that are helpful to the student

* List of current grades



Grade: 4

Teacher: Mrs. Claudette Berman

Date: September 24, 2021

Student’s name: Griffin

What are the student’s strengths?

Positive self-image

Always participates in class

Will ask questions when he is unsure

Exhibits friendly behaviors 

What are your areas of greatest concern?

Not always focused while working independently

At least one grade level below in reading

Difficulty understanding and solving math facts and concepts

Difficulty following written and oral directions (i.e., does better in a one-on-one situation where steps and procedures and directions can be explained multiple 

times).



How does this student compare with the average students (same-age peers) in your classroom?

Average in work completion, overall behavior, behavior in halls, and aggression

Above average with behavior in structured groups

Below average in reading, math, spelling, writing, work accuracy, following directions and behavior in unstructured groups

Grades: Failing in all academic areas

Factors affecting class schedule or day: Receives ESL (English as a second language) instruction during math and for 

a limited amount of time in language arts.

Accommodations or modifications that are helpful to the student: Benefits from his tests and assignments 

being read aloud as well as being given extra time to complete assignments and tests.



Trauma and Education 
• Difficulty with Memory

• Reduced cognitive capacity

• Sleep disturbance

• Language delays

• Impulsive actions

• Need for attention

• Withdrawal

• Attachment difficulties 

• Poor peer relationships 



School Performance and Trauma 
•2.5 times more likely to fail a grade
•More receptive language difficulties
•More expressive language difficulties
•Suspended more often
•Expelled more often
•Have lower scores on standardized achievement tests
•More eligible for special education and related services 



Think Differently About 
Students

Current Model:
What’s wrong with you?

New Model:
What happened?



Never Know
• The trauma may never be identified
• The history is unknown
• Classmates may be traumatized
• They may not know



Focus on the WHOLE School!!
• What are the issue(s) in your school?

• What are the issue(s) in your town?

• Train all staff to support students and identify behaviors

• Classroom teachers need to ensure safety, trust, and security

• Continue use of data

More on this later:
ALL BEHAVIOR IS COMMUNICATION!!!



Basics
• Food

• Clothing

• Sleep

• Warmth

• Security

• Safety

• Relationships 

• Friends



Teacher Roles
Safety!

Autonomy

Choice

Control

Build relationships

Cultural sensitivity

Understand trauma



Reflect
K-12 Teachers

Safety

Security

Nurturing



Safety
1) Reduce bullying!

2) Clear, consistent rules

3) Predictable structure 

4) Daily schedule

5) Check the classroom



Relationships
Trust!

Security

Safety

Consistency 

Not just school conversations



Responsive Teacher Behaviors

1. Creates and/or maintains consistent daily routines for the classroom.  
2. Tells children when something out of the ordinary is going to occur. 
3. Offers children developmentally appropriate choices.
4. Anticipates difficult periods and transitions and offers extra support during 

these times. 
5. Uses techniques to support children’s self-regulation.  
6. Helps students manage their feelings during intense emotional moments by 

remaining composed and offering empathy and support.  
7. Is appropriately nurturing and affectionate.  
8. Uses positive guidance and supportive interventions to help all children 
9. Goals for achievement of students affected by traumatic experiences are 

consistent with the rest of the class.



Teacher Reported Behaviors
• Impulsive behaviors

• Cutting in line
• Pushing, shoving peers

• Inappropriate Language 

• Property destruction
• Disturbing/disrupting the classroom

• Poor academic progress

• Difficulty with transitions
• Eating and sleeping problems

• Difficult peer relationships 

• Class clown
• Totally withdrawn



What do we diagnosis?
•Learning disabilities
•Emotional and/or behavior disorders
•Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
•Oppositional Defiant Disorder
•Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
•Autism spectrum  (high functioning)
•Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
•Reactive Attachment Disorder
•Grieving 







Avoid Blaming the Child

• Don’t take challenging behaviors personally, it’s about what 
works for the child. 

• This may not always be easy to do 

“It’s never the student’s fault.”
(they are just doing what they know how to do)

“The organism is never wrong”
B.F. Skinner

“The student is never wrong”
Ogden Lindsley



Clarifying Why We Do 
What We Do to Manage Behavior:

• There is no value in blaming anyone (student, 
staff, parents, etc.)
– Challenging behavior is often inadvertently 

the result of what we do to stop problem 
behavior

• Teachers and parents do what we do because it 
immediately works to stop or lessen problem 
behavior. Reinforcement works both ways.

• Identify patterns so they can be changed



Critical Considerations Regarding Problem 
Behavior

• Your reinforcement should be 
cooperative responses and student 
progress
– NOT ending behavior quickly
– Short term gain = long term pain

• Problem Behavior = Skill Deficits
– They don’t “know better”

• Deliberately target cooperation and 
REINFORCE it!
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Shift from asking, “How do I get the 
student to behave?” or “How can I get 
the student to stop ____?” to “What is 
causing this behavior and how can we 
mitigate that?” or “What skills does the 
child need to succeed?”



Typical Job Ad

Oversees and monitors compliance and practices in 
meeting state and federal regulations and timelines for 
the assigned building/s. Assists in developing effective 
inclusion supports and instructional strategies through 
staff evaluation and professional development 
activities. Perform a variety of administrative tasks 
related to policy implementation, compliance with legal 
regulations, and maintaining educational standards. 
As an administrator, provide leadership and utilize 
decision-making skills to supervise the instructional 
programs and offerings for the school/district. 



Messenger



Teacher



IEP Goals

• Student will cross the street effectively 80% of the 
time

• Student will understand what the teacher is thinking 
80% of the time

• Joe will write 15/26 letter sounds when dictated 
orally.



Financial Steward



Marketer



School Boards and Special 
Education

• 80% Down’s Syndrome

• 5% Blind

• 5% Deaf

• 5% Students who use wheelchairs

• 5% ADHD

• 5% Autism





Supervisor



Explainer



Advocate



Monitor



You are an educator!



KOSHK



KOSHK

Knew or should have 
known



Compensatory education is 
generally defined as a remedy 

owed to children with a 
disability who have been 

denied, a Free Appropriate 
Public Education (FAPE).



KOSHK

Hours Missed

x   $75/hour



Rationale The school principal role is highly complex and 
ever-evolving

Principals must possess the necessary skills to 
adapt to the new paradigms

Principals need ongoing, personalized 
guidance & professional development 
opportunities to meet the inevitable 
challenges they will encounter



Principal 
Influence

School principals have a profound, 
measurable impact on school success

Principals influence student learning, 
support teachers, manage the daily 
operations, & set the tone for the 
school climate, among countless other 
duties

School Principals contribute 25% of the 
total school influences on a student’s 
academic performance 



Principal
Standards

1996- The first set of national standards 
for educational leaders were published 
(ISLLC, 1996). 

2008- The standards were revised to 
reflect new information and lessons 
learned (CCSSO, 2008). 

2015- The Standards were revised and 
renamed the Professional Standards for 
Educational Leaders (PSEL). 



Principal
tandards In 2018, the National 

Educational Leadership 
Preparation (NELP) 
standards were developed 
in order to provide further 
specificity around 
performance expectations 
for novice leaders



Evolution 
of the Role

The principal role has 
continuously evolved from 
building manager to 
instructional leader to 
transformational leader



Challenges The constant stresses and loneliness of 
this position have been indicated as the 
leading factors to the diminishing 
longevity of the school principal

The increased role complexity and 
accountability combined with lack 
professional learning opportunities have 
been associated with principals low self-
efficacy rates 



rofessional 
Learning Principals need access to ongoing, 

high-quality professional learning in 
order to be effective and continue 
to grow. 

One way to ensure effective 
principal professional development 
is to utilize the principal evaluation 
as a tool to guide future professional 
development opportunities. 



Principal 
Evaluation The objective of principal evaluation 

systems should be to evaluate and 
increase leadership capacity

“Principal evaluation systems without 
explicit and aligned professional 
learning simply re-create a system of 
compliance and fail to improve 
leadership capacity” 



esearch 
on 

Principal 
PD

A 2007 Wallace-funded report, Preparing School 
Leaders for a Changing World, revealed that well-
prepared principals make a significant difference in 
their schools. 

Principals are rarely given appropriate professional 
development & what they are receiving doesn’t 
reflect best practices.

Principals have not been adequately prepared for 
the extreme change in the field of education

Principal Professional Development is a “wasteland” 
characterized by irrelevant activities.

Principal PD is usually one-size-fits-all. 



Research 
on Principal 

PD

Quality professional development 
opportunities for principals should be 
personalized, ongoing, job-
embedded, reflective, relevant, and 
provide opportunities for 
collaboration



Professional
Development Mentoring- Mentoring refers to a learning 

partnership focused on developing the 
capacity of others

Coaching- Coaching refers to the purposeful 
support that one person gives another to help 
him or her achieve goals

Networking- Networking refers to the opportunity 
to work with similarly positioned professionals to 
converse, problem-solve, offer professional 
analysis, and share ideas and research



Mentoring Mentoring is a relationship between a 
more knowledgeable & less 
knowledgeable person. 

Mentoring is rooted in cognitive 
apprenticeship, which is the process by 
which learners learn from a more 
experienced person. 



Coaching

Coaching is a job-embedded, 
personalized form of professional 
learning that focuses on reflective 
guiding questions and transformational 
conversations between a school 
principal and a leadership coach



Networking
Networking is the opportunity to work 

with similarly positioned professionals to 
converse
problem-solve
offer professional analysis, and 
share ideas and research 



Research

Research has repeatedly revealed that 
there is an abundant need for effective 
professional development for veteran 
principals, yet professional 
development is often lacking or 
inconsistently linked to evaluation. 
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10 Things Every Teacher Should Know about Childhood 
Trauma

cc: T.Kiya - https://www.flickr.com/photos/38217580@N05

1. Kids who have experienced trauma aren’t trying to push 
your buttons

2. Kids who have been through trauma worry about what’s 
going to happen next

3. Even if the situation doesn’t seem that bad to you, it’s how 
the child feels that matters

4. Trauma isn’t always associated with violence
5. You don’t need to know exactly what’s cause the trauma to 

be able to help
6. Kids who experience trauma need to feel they’re good at 

something and can influence the world
7. There’s a direct connection between stress and learning
8. Self-regulation can be a major challenge for students 

suffering from trauma



What is wrong with this picture?



CHANGE YOUR FOCUS:  What is right?
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Conclusion
In its simplest form, trauma-informed approache             



Remember
A students IEP is a legal contract, therefore, 

conduct all aspects in “good-faith efforts”
◦ Communication and documentation

Be in communication with your Special Education 
Director





Tips for Making Things Worse

• Don’t return phone calls
• Use the word NEVER a lot
• Say we don’t do that here
• Miss deadlines
• Use a cookie cutter
• Lose paperwork
• Don’t provide support for teachers



More Handy Tips

• Act superior
• Use tense posture
• Preach
• Use sarcasm
• Work to impress the parents with acronyms
• IEP meetings done before they start
• Don’t have right people at meetings
• Back them into a corner
• Ignoring the “Howler”



Special Education is a 
Part of Me







Be Careful
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